THE GROUP OF HOMEOMORPHISMS OF A SOLENOID(i)
BY JAMES KEESLING ABSTRACT. Let X be a topological space. An rc-mean on X is a continuous function ß: Xn -X which is symmetric and idempotent.
In the first part of this paper it is shown that if X is a compact connected abelian topological group, then X admits an zz-mean if and only if 77 (X, Z) is ra-divisible where Hm(X, Z)
is zn-dimensional Cech cohomology with integers Z as coefficient group. This result is used to show that if S isa solenoid and Aut (2 ) is the group of topological group automorphisms of 2. , then Aut(S ) is algebraically Z-,X G where G is ¡0|, Z", or S"", Z. For a given 2 , the structure of Aut (2 ) is determined by the /¡-means which ¿ admits. Topologically, Aut(2 ) is a discrete space which has two points or is countably infinite.
The main result of the paper gives the precise topological structure of the group of homeomorphisms G(S ) of a solenoid Z. with the compact open topology.
In the last section of the paper it is shown that G(S ) is homeomorphic to Z X Lx Aut(¿ ) where / is separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space. a 2 a 2 r r The proof of this result uses recent results in infinite-dimensional topology and some techniques using flows developed by the author in a previous paper.
Introduction. Let X be a topological space. An n-mean for zz > 2 on X is a for all x in X. We say simply that p is symmetric and idempotent, respectively.
Aumann showed that the circle T does not admit an zz-mean for any n in [l] . In
Eckmann [3] and Eckmann, Ganea, and Hilton [4] this result was extended to show that many othet spaces do not support zz-means. In particular, in [4] it is shown that if X is a compact connected polyhedron and X admits an zz-mean for some n, The symbol " "^ " means "homeomorphic to"; " îu ", "isomorphic to". (1) G admits a topological n-mean, (2) G admits a homomorphic n-mean, (3) Hl(G, Zn) = 0, (4) 77 KG, Z) is n-divisible,
77 (G, Z) admits a homomorphic n-mean, and (7) chat G admits a homomorphic n-mean.
[October Then H (G, Z) is n-divisible if and only if H (G, Z ) = 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 1.3, (4) and (5) are equivalent and (6) and (7) are equivalent. By Proposition 1.4, (3) and (4) are equivalent. Since char G is torsion free and abelian, (5) and (7) are equivalent by the remarks made earlier about homomorphic rz-means. (7) are equivalent. Now (1) implies (3) by Theorem 1.2 and clearly (2) implies (1). It will thus be sufficient to show that (7) implies (2) and the theorem will be proved. 1.5. Corollary. // G zs a compact connected abelian topological group which admits an n-mean and H is a closed connected subgroup of G, then H admits an n-mean.
Proof. Let e: H -* G be a topological group imbedding of H into G. Then e*: chat G -» char H is onto. Thus char H is 72-divisible since char G is. Thus H admits an 72-mean by Theorem 1.1.
Corollary.
Suppose that G is a locally compact abelian topological group which admits an n-mean ¡or some n. Then all homotopy groups n AG) are zero for k = 1, 2, • • ■ .
Proof. If G admits an zz-mean, then so does the identity component GQ of G. Now G0 is compactly generated and thus, by the structure theorem for locally compact abelian compactly generated topological groups, Hom(fz, T) = chat H, the character group of H. The duality theorem says that the map P: H -» char(char H) defined by P(x)(y) = )^x) for x £ H and X £ char H is a topological group isomorphism. were one-to-one, then h would be a homeomorphism which would be a contradiction. Thus h is not one-to-one and there is an x 4 y in £fl with ht(x) = h (.y). . Then P is a homeomorphism. We will now show that G (2 ) ~Gn(2 ) x Aut(2 ). Define B: Gn (2 ) 2fl-► 2 be defined by P(g)(f (t)) = / ° F(r, t) where r £ R is given by the relation g(f J.Y2)) = / ° F(r, Y2). Note that P(g) is well defined since g(fX(V2)) € fx[F[R x\V2\]] and P(g)(fx(t)) = fj.t) for t = 0 or t = 1. Clearly, P(g) £ G0(2a). Define G0'(2a) = Í/ £ G0(2 ): ffêa = Id!. Let 5 = \g £ G0(2fl): g = P(g)\. Then 
